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The 21st century is the era of new discoveries and achievements. Every day 

there are new technologies (NT) that the world has not seen yet. The latest 

technology makes its wonder and thinks about how today’s science progresses. 

As everybody knows, solar batteries are photoelectric elements that under the 

act of sunbeams generate electric energy. And it is not important, where these panels 

are used, on homestead land or large enterprise, the principle of their work will not 

change. The only difference between them is in their size and batteries needed. 

Benefits of using: in time of exploitation (and it 20-25 ears) sunny batteries 

generate electricity in a money equivalent far more than it was expended on their 

creation production and setting. Technologies change constantly and they are 

wonderful herein. Every year NT appears through little time disembogue in a basic 

stream. 
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We can imagine Google Glasses approximately and someone got possibility 

even tests them. In spite of pressure and debates, Google Glasses are in the stage of 

the beta test. During a few nearest years Google will produce its own version that will 

be much cheaper. It is also possible to assume that competitors also will want to 

produce similar glasses. Not all of them satisfy us from the first time, but as a result, 

we will pass this stage. 

Smart houses are on the threshold of becoming a daily occurrence. We have 

smart refrigerators, which will prompt you about the lack of a certain meal or ovens, 

which are possible to control by means of smartphone. In the nearest future, these 

things will unite in whole houses, which you will be able to control by means of 

smartphones, tablets or computers. To change the temperature, get a report that a 

washing machine has completed the task in order we will not need even to get up 

from a sofa. To sum up, we can agree that laziness is a good engine of progress. 

Displays without screens are exactly that what you thought about. They are displays 

but as though without displays. This technology passed a long way for the last years 

and, as expected, the more long way will be done soon. Things like a hologram will 

no longer be part of science fiction. Perhaps, even contact lenses, which project an 

image straight on the retina of an eye, will appear. It will be not simply dug in the 

field of entertaining but the real rescue for people with eye problems. They will be 

able to enjoy visual effects without laser surgery of eyes. Thus, modern technologies 

change the world. 
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